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CryoTEM is an important tool in the analysis of soft matter, where generally defocus conditions are used
to enhance the contrast in the images, but this is at the expense of the maximum resolution that can be
obtained. Here, we demonstrate the use of graphene oxide single sheets as support for the formation of 10
nm thin films for high resolution cryoTEM imaging, using DNA as an example. With this procedure, the
overlap of objects in the vitrified film is avoided. Moreover, in these thin films less background scattering
occurs and as a direct result, an increased contrast can be observed in the images. Hence, imaging closer
to focus as compared with conventional cryoTEM procedures is achieved, without losing contrast. In
addition, we demonstrate a ~1.8 fold increase in resolution, which is crucial for accurate size analysis of
nanostructures.
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Transmission electron microscopy is a key technique in the
characterization of both organic and inorganic nanostructures
providing information on size, structure and morphology on the
(sub)nanometer length scale.1-6 For the TEM analysis of
specimens dispersed in liquids, samples are conventionally dried
from suspension onto a 30-50 nm carbon or polymer covered
metal grid. For organic materials, which are relatively transparent
to the electron beam, drying is often combined with negative
staining to generate contrast. As both drying and the interaction
with staining agents may affect the structure of the specimens
under investigation, cryoTEM – which involves the vitrification
of ~ 100-200 nm thin volumes of liquid – has evolved as an
important technique for the visualization of nanostructures in
their near native dispersed state.7-10 However, to prevent radiation
damage to the delicate specimens, cryoTEM is generally
performed under low-dose conditions, which together with the
often weak scattering of electrons in the vitrified solvent film,
limits the resolution of the technique to the nanometer level.
However, in a few cases high resolution images with subnanometer details11, 12 or even lattice resolution have been
reported.13, 14 For dispersions of mechanically robust polymerbased nanoparticles – which do not compromise their structural
integrity upon drying – it has been demonstrated that the use of
graphene oxide supports, due to their low background signal,
allowed for increased contrast and resolution of the suspended
sample in conventional TEM imaging without the use of staining
agents, thereby providing a convenient alternative for the more
elaborate and infrastructurally more demanding use of
cryoTEM.15-17
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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One limiting factor in cryoTEM is the thickness of the solvent
layer; thinner layers lead to less scattering of the electrons due to
the vitrified solvent, and therefore to increased contrast and
higher resolution imaging of the sample. In addition, in the 2D
analysis of nanometer-sized features a reduction of the film
thickness will reduce the number of superimposed objects and,
hence, lead to a more precise determination of their size and to a
more reliable analysis of their shapes. Decreasing the film
thickness, however, is limited by the size of the features in
solution and the ability of the sample solution to form a
mechanically robust freestanding film spanning the holes of the
carbon support film, in particular for high surface tension liquids
such as water.18
Graphene oxide (GOx), which is hydrophilic due to the presence
of epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl and ether groups19-21 and supersedes
the more hydrophobic graphene in aqueous surface wetting
behavior,22-24 would be a potential robust low contrast layer to
stabilize ultrathin aqueous films for high resolution cryoTEM
imaging through favourable GOx-liquid interactions and
simultaneous mechanical support. Here, we demonstrate the use
of GOx to prepare and mechanically stabilize such ultrathin
vitrified films suitable for high-resolution cryoTEM imaging of
double strand DNA. The vitrified composite films (GOx + water)
with a thickness of only ~10 nm, show unprecedented high
electron transparency and prevent superimposition of the DNA in
the film. The use of GOx further allowed us to introduce a more
accurate focusing procedure using nanoprobe imaging (FEI
settings) in combination with power spectrum analysis to
determine the absolute defocus of the acquired images. This leads
to more reliable imaging of low contrast objects, such as double
strands DNA, in cryoTEM. Furthermore, the obtained contrast
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enhancement can be used to image closer to focus, thereby
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Fig. 1 Analysis of GOx monolayers. TEM images of graphene oxide
sheets under (a) dry and (c) cryo-conditions with the corresponding
electron diffraction patterns (b,d), respectively. Scale bars are 500 nm in
(a,b) and 5 nm−1 in (c,d).
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Fig. 2 Transmission measurements related to film thicknesses. (a) Dry
and (b,c,d) CryoTEM images of aqueous films prepared on (b) a
conventional TEM grid and (c,d) on graphene oxide substrates prepared
with water and IPA/water vapors, respectively. (e) Thicknesses calculated
from transmission measurements using an IMFP of 250 nm. The dashed
line at 100% transmission (vacuum) is to guide the eyes. Scale bars are
500 nm in the cyoTEM images and 5 nm−1 in the inset in (a).
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broadening of the diffraction spots due to scattering of the
electrons by the vitrified water film (Figure 1).
To quantify the thickness of the vitrified water films, their
electron transmission (I/I0) was calculated from bright-field
images (without energy filtering) using Lambert-Beer’s law and
the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the electrons (see
Supplementary Information for details). The IMFP was calculated
from the atomic inelastic cross-section, given the atomic numbers
and the incident electron energy27, 28 and amounted to 250 nm
(see Supplementary Information Materials and Methods), a
different value as may be expected from extrapolated data.29 As
the electron transmittance of a GOx monolayer amounted to
99.75%, it was neglected in the thickness calculations (Figure 2).
For a regular cryoTEM sample the thickness of the vitrified water
film was determined to be typically in the order of ~130 nm (I/I0
= 59%). When water films were prepared on a GOx substrate,
strong or extended blotting led to breaking of the films and
subsequent dewetting of the GOx sheet. For example, the
vitrification of a suspension containing silica nanoparticles after
extensive blotting led to aqueous domains around these particles
of ~50 nm (see Supplementary Information Figure S2†). Indeed,
an intensity line scan shows a 1.3 fold increase in contrast as
compared to conventional cryoTEM imaging. However, the
observed dewetting process prevents complete spreading of the
water film and hence hampers access to the increase in contrast
required to obtain truly high resolution images. As this breaking
of the water film can be attributed to the high surface tension of
the water film, the addition of 2-propanol (isopropyl alcohol,
IPA) was explored to lower the surface tension of the film.30
Although this strategy minimizes the amount of 2-propanol that
will infiltrate the sample, it is important to note that the addition
of alcohols may dramatically influence the phase behaviour of
soft matter, and thus adjustments in the procedure may be needed
for different systems. To ensure this additive did not influence the
solubility and/or integrity of the features under investigation, a
strategy was chosen to minimize the contact time of the surface
active agent with the specimen. In this approach the GOx grid
was exposed to the vapour of an IPA/H2O mixture (20:80, v/v)
for a duration of 24 seconds immediately prior to blotting and
vitrification (see Supplementary Information for details). This led
to a dramatic increase of the electron transmission of the vitrified
layer up to 97% for most of the specimen, which corresponds to a
vitrified ice layer thickness of only 10 nm (Figure 2).
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significantly increasing the resolution by a factor of ~1.8.
75

Results and discussion
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Graphene oxide covered grids were prepared of which
approximately 40% of the grid surface was covered with GOx
monolayers (see Supplementary Information.25, 26 By placing a 3
µL droplet of the aqueous analyte solution on these GOx-covered
TEM grids and subsequent automated blotting using a
vitrification robot (see Supplementary Information Figure S1†)
thin vitrified water films were prepared on the TEM substrate.
The films were characterized using low-dose electron diffraction
(LDED) to prevent crystallization of the water layer under the
influence of the electron beam. The LDED patters showed a
2 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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To test the advantages of the ultrathin water films for cryoTEM
imaging, specimens prepared from a 0.25 wt% solution of double
strand salmon sperm DNA (~300 bp/molecule) were imaged at
high magnification with both the regular cryoTEM method, as
well as by using a GOx grid with the improved thin film
procedure. Accurate analysis of specimens dispersed in liquids
requires the identification and measurement of isolated particles
in the cryo-TEM images. As individual nanoscale objects, such as
DNA, are much thinner than the typical water layers formed in
conventional cryoTEM, there is a high likelihood of overlap of
individual particles and hence their superposition in the resultant
images, as shown schematically in Figure 3. This complicates
quantitative analysis of the images and reduces the confidence
with which they can be interpreted. The significant reduction in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the effect of film thickness. (a)
superimposed DNA in a vitrified film on a holey grid typically used in
CryoTEM and (b) an ultra-thin water film with the same ribbons on a
GOx monolayer support. The loss of contrast due to electron scattering
and the projection of multiple ribbons make it more difficult to
discriminate between individual particles in thicker films.
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Fig. 4 Differences in contrast at −1600 nm defocus. CryoTEM images of
DNA prepared on (a) a graphene oxide substrate (GOx) and (b) on a
conventional TEM grid (Conv) with (c,d) the corresponding FFT’s. To
compare the images, the gray values are scaled to the background. The
intensity profiles over DNA double strands (represented by boxes in (a)
and (b)) are given in (e) to illustrate the contrast enhancement. The
spectral density curves in (f) correspond to the calculated contrast transfer
function (CTF) for the TU/e Titan operating at 300 kV at 61,000x
magnification at −1600 nm defocus, with a spherical lens aberration of
2.7 mm. Scale bars are 20 nm.
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Fig. 5 Increase in resolution using smaller defocus. CryoTEM images of
DNA prepared on a conventional cryoTEM support grid at (a) −500 nm

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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defocus and (b) at −1600 nm defocus (see also Figure 4. (c) is the same
sample prepared on a GOx monolayer substrate imaged at −500 nm. (d)
shows that the contrast is lost in the conventional image upon decreasing
defocus, while the contrast on the GOx substrate can still be used to
identify the ribbons. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye. The CTF’s
plotted in (e) at −1600 nm and −500 nm defocus show the increase in
resolution at lower defocus. Scale bars in (a-c) are 20 nm.

As Figure 4 shows, the thin film formation on GOx leads to
immediate visible improvements in the quality of the images in
terms of identifying discrete DNA duplexes. The reduction of the
film thickness is beneficial for contrast enhancement, since fewer
electron scattering events occur in the remaining water volume.
The electron transmission in the thicker water pools on GOx,
indicated by a higher background contrast, is at least 95%,
corresponding to a film thickness of 13 nm. Intensity profiles
across the DNA indeed show an 1.6 fold increase in contrast on
GOx compared to conventional cryoTEM (Figure 4).
The reduced water film thickness is also beneficial for focusing.
The relation between the reduction of the film thickness on GOx
and the decrease in scattering events is also confirmed by the
appearance of the easily recognizable Thon rings in the FFT’s of
the images and by the electron diffraction pattern in which no
significant peak broadening could be observed. Distinction of the
Thon rings is highly beneficial in the focusing procedure, since
these patterns can be used to determine the actual defocus value
of the imaged area.31, 32 In regular low-dose protocols, the thick
ice layer prevents effective use of the FFT’s and one common
strategy for focusing is by determining minimum contrast in an
area 3-5 µm away from the acquisition area. Hence, the actual
defocus value used for acquisition is established remotely from
the imaging area and will be affected by the precise horizontal
positioning of the grid with respect to the electron beam and the
height differences in the sample surface, as well as the ability of
the operator to determine the point of minimum contrast.33, 34 Due
to the clearly visible Thon rings in the FFT’s of these GOx grids,
a focused electron beam of 600 nm diameter (“nanoprobe mode”)
can be used in an area directly adjacent to the area of interest,
leading to a negligible focus error while avoiding electron beam
damage (see Supplementary Information for details).
Furthermore, the increase in contrast allows imaging closer to
focus to obtain higher resolution images, since at lower defocus
the contrast transfer function (CTF) oscillates less strongly and
the first zero cross-over (point resolution) shifts to higher spatial
frequencies (Figure 4d). Extending the region until the point
resolution, i.e. where negative phase contrast occurs (scattering
objects appear with dark contrast at negative defocus), is of
paramount importance since this information is directly
interpretable. In cryoTEM imaging, the loss of contrast prohibits
imaging closer to focus and is thus limits the resolution that can
be obtained. Lowering the absolute defocus value from −1600 to
−500 nm results in a complete loss of contrast in conventional
cryoTEM, while on the GOx grid the DNA can easily be
identified (Figure 5). Here, the contrast is still higher than in the
cryo-samples in Figure 3, but with the major advantage that at
this defocus value the point resolution decreases to ~1 nm,
significantly smaller than the dimensions of the DNA used.35
Indeed, a line scan over an individual ribbon shows a width of 2.3
nm, in agreement with the literature.36 Hence, this procedure does
Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 3
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water film thickness on GOx thus gives an additional benefit; the
chance of overlap is reduced so that the number of superimposed
features that may complicate distinguishing individual objects are
minimized. Hence, the images recorded from the GOx grid reveal
the actual size and density of the DNA.
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not require a series of cryoTEM images at different focal values,
from which the real dimensions can be determined by
extrapolation of the measured values to zero defocus, a known
method to correct for the interference of Fresnel fringes.12, 13 This
is not only beneficial for convenient size analyses of nanometer
sized features in cryo-samples, but also reduces the amount of
required data since less images have to be recorded and
processed. Furthermore, the combination of avoiding object
overlap, accurate focusing, and improved contrast allow high
resolution single exposure imaging, which is crucial to obtain
structural information from dispersions of unique objects, for
which so-called single particle analysis (which involves the
averaging of large numbers of images from identical copies as
can be done for proteins37, 38 or well defined synthetic objects39)
is not an option.
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Conclusions
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With commercial high quality GOx grids becoming increasingly
available, we have demonstrated how they can be used as support
films for high-resolution single dose cryoTEM analysis of
aqueous samples. In combination with the exposure to a low
molecular weight alcohol (IPA) to reduce the surface tension of
the solution, vitrified water films as thin as 10 nm could be
obtained. These ultrathin films reduce the superposition of
objects in the water layer, leading to more precise size and shape
analysis, and the reduced electron scattering events increase the
contrast of the embedded objects. The increase allows imaging
closer to focus, leading to higher resolution images, improving
the accuracy of size analysis. The use of GOx can further be used
to apply a more reliable focusing method, which also enhances
the accuracy of the size analysis of the imaged objects,
particularly at dimensions close to 1 nm.
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